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In this follow-up white paper, Mastercard and Accenture continue to outline and investigate
the principles of Internet of Things (IoT) Commerce under a common framework. Four additional
key areas are further explored to round out a broad view into strategic considerations of building
out a meaningful IoT Commerce ecosystem, including: (v) Loyalty & Rewards, (vi) Technology,
(vii) Organizational, (viii) Ongoing Regulatory and Governance.

LOYALTY & REWARDS:

GENERATING
MEANINGFUL
ENGAGEMENT
Loyalty will undoubtedly be an important
component of IoT. On the one hand, it seems
premature to talk about loyalty in a paradigm
that is still largely being established. Yet, it is all
the more prudent for those wanting to play in
this new space to consider how loyalty will be
defined and driven. IoT Commerce can appear
to be just another form of eCommerce and lend
itself to a similar loyalty model. However, given the
particular nuances of IoT, including the plethora
of device types, use cases, contextual behavior
models, combined with a strong sentiment of
consumers’ cautious interest, indicates that a new
normal to loyalty is here.
Loyalty has a broad reach. It can start with a
customer’s loyalty to using a device to facilitate
payments or initiate a transaction beyond
the often “cool-to-try” attitude towards IoT.
Then there’s loyalty to a consumer’s payment
preferences as well as merchants they feel
comfortable shopping at. Since most IoT devices
do not travel with a user all day like a mobile
phone, context can be critical. There’s also a large
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opportunity for merchants, device manufacturers,
and others to drive deeper engagement with
offers, discounts, and rewards that will help
consumers continually engage in this new
method of commerce. As with all rewards, the
balance of meaningful value in order to truly drive
repeat behavior is key. Ultimately, an ecosystem
that ensures an overall safe and seamless process
is foundational to drive loyalty behaviors—in all its
stages and forms.
Device manufacturers and payment providers
will hold one of the most sensitive components
of loyalty, due to their foundational role as
gatekeepers of credentials (payment cards,
addresses, preferences, etc.). The infrastructure
of IoT Commerce may vary—traditional cards on
file, digital wallet integrations, secure elements,
cloud-based solutions, etc.—but that will exist
behind the scenes, at least from a consumer’s
perspective. Users will not hone in on the
methodology of how an issuer wallet stores
its credentials, or the process of tokenization.
Instead, consumers will expect absolute clarity

on who has their payment credentials, if it allows
hassle-free purchases, and an easy way to
manage their payments across devices.

each player has a paradoxical goal to champion
their offerings whilst making it collaborative with
other players in the space.

This necessitates that OEMs and payment
providers must constructively work together to
build out a relationship that ultimately benefits
the end user. One cannot successfully survive
without the other in IoT Commerce. A secure
payment vehicle that resides on a clunky device
experience nor a top-of-the-line smart device
that requires multiple inputs every time a user
wants to make a transaction cannot withstand
a consumer’s interest. Effectively, there is no
commerce journey without the utmost trust
and reliability with their preferred payment
entities and the devices that will act as their
vehicle of interaction. 		

• Device Manufacturers: how will OEMs partner
with other players to enable loyalty offerings (at
device, merchant, and even payment level) in
order to drive adoption?

The IoT world also offers a unique opportunity
to drive loyalty with its user base that can be
tailored to a specific device category. A few
examples include:
• a wearable device that can identify the type of
rewards suitable for its user, such as a free water
bottle at a nearby store for every 10 miles run; or
• a connected car that autonomously activates
a discount coupon from a gas station nearby
based on location and brand loyalty; or
• a smart meter that automatically detects usage
and provides discounts to homeowners for
optimal use of heating during the winter.
In essence, there is no one “Internet” for
merchants to plug their goods into. Instead,
the current landscape indicates it will most
certainly require the integration of several players:
hardware manufacturers, software integrators,
commerce platforms, payment providers,
merchants, etc. As this space is further defined,

• Commerce Platforms: Who will play this ever
increasing role to connect key players to offer
the end user a seamless way to shop across
their IoT devices—enough to keep customers
coming back to shop via IoT?
• Payment Providers: In an increasing world
of x-Pays, buttons, 1-clicks, how do payment
providers create a ubiquitous platform that
advocates their proprietary payment options
balanced against the notion that consumers
tend to be multi-card, bank, and network loyal in
their wallet?
• Merchants: Successful merchants should think
about how to best position and offer their goods
and services within the context of the IoT areas
they wish to participate in. Which merchants do
customers not only trust but are loyal enough to
allow devices to consistently make purchases on
their behalf?
Merchants also have the opportunity to lead
the way in attracting consumers for continuous
engagement. However, IoT Commerce also
comes with distinct considerations. Consumers
who shop at brick-and-mortar stores are able to
see, touch, and interact with the goods intended
for purchase. Even shopping on the web allows
for browsing and real-time customization. While
IoT devices can certainly have a user interface—
much of IoT use cases allow for less interaction
and deliberation. Trying to buy something while
driving in a car, having a wearable device auto-
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trigger a transaction while out and about, and
ordering something while busy in the kitchen
using only voice commands leave little room to
shop with detail.
Given this context, merchants can leverage
their brand loyalty with customers to be the
trusted name in the new world of IoT. As users
expectedly approach IoT Commerce with both
curiosity and caution, merchants can help create
linkages across security, use cases, and overall
loyalty. For example, if a customer only uses
Tide detergent for their family’s needs, offering
a smart washer that can intelligently trigger Tide
replacements as the detergent tank depletes
provides convenience while still matching to
user preference. Inclusion of brands within IoT
Commerce can welcome users into trusting in
not only the smart devices themselves but their
optimal use of intelligent commerce.
Of course, the commerce model can take
shape in different forms. Another can involve
a commerce platform that functions as a
marketplace for merchants to compete for
customer business and take the coveted place
for auto-replenishment. Using the previous
example, now imagine a smart washer detects
low detergent in its tank and prompts the
user via mobile app, offering a choice of three
different brands with varying price points. While
this use case requires the user to interact more,
they also benefit from a potential cost save and
broader choice. Because users will certainly
vary in their preference—the ‘set it and forget
it’ vs. ‘deal-seekers’ and everyone in between,
merchants who wish to capture and maintain
their customer loyalty in this space will need to
adapt to different models.
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Advances in location-based services, as well as
the natural role IoT plays within a user’s journey
(car while commuting or traveling, home when
cooking or doing chores, wearable while out on
a run, etc.) allows for true contextual commerce
and meets the instant/in-action needs of IoT.
Autonomous service becomes increasingly
vital as users will expect devices to detect the
contextual data—location, time, preferences,
etc.—to meet their needs. With the wealth of
potential data available across many smart
devices (much of which are already leveraged
today—sensors, telemetries, GPS, etc.), the
possibility to leverage detailed information for
users throughout their commerce journey can
be manifested through customized messages,
products, and offers.
Loyalty and Rewards are all proprietary
capabilities where commerce service providers
and card networks are expected to continue
competing with each other.

TECHNOLOGY:

ADAPTING AND UPDATING
SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES
EFFECTIVELY

With all the convenience, control, and
commerce that comes with IoT, the
technological systems and processes behind
them will need to adapt accordingly. Thoughtful,
end-to-end consideration, development, and
alignment will be required in order to ensure a
successful commerce ecosystem.
Core Payments Processing: Systems that
span across payment fulfillment, payment
authorization, clearing & settlement, and
chargebacks and dispute resolutions all need
to adapt to recognize IoT device-specific
transactions, assess the risk associated with IoT
transactions, determine fund availability and/or
approval limits, and handle disputes (preferably
in an autonomous method). Core payments
processing capabilities are fundamental to
all IoT Commerce-enabled devices and the
industry would benefit from a set of shared
standards across processors, card networks
and issuers.
CRM & Enterprise Systems: How should the
CRM system of commerce providers and
merchants be configured and customized to
handle IoT devices? The following key questions
merit to be asked: Should each IoT device be
treated as a unique account tied to a specific
consumer/end-user? Should each IoT device be
treated as a sub-account of a parent account
tied to specific consumer/end user? What are
the attributes fields to add in those systems?

Fraud: Both prevention and detection of any
fraudulent activity is necessary to maintain
a trusted commerce environment for all key
players within IoT Commerce. New and plentiful
device types as well as the variety of consumer
information stored (financials, addresses,
etc.) dictates that thoughtful input is given on
stopping any instances of fraud. As devices
become more autonomous and the appeal of
intelligent commerce expands, end users may
tend to interact less directly with IoT devices,
highlighting the need to ensure the IoT world
can maintain itself safely.
Data Acquisition & Management: The amount
of data expected to pass through and be stored
across varying devices, software, and merchants
will grow exponentially with the proliferation
of IoT Commerce. As such, new standards
around how data is captured, stored, used and
destroyed will need to clearly outline ownership,
permission, access and liability. These new
policies will be the guardrails in a highly complex
and information saturated environment.
Because this capability is fundamental to
all IoT Commerce-enabled devices, the industry
would benefit from a set of shared standards
that can establish basic security standards
across device manufacturers, card networks
and issuers. Collaboration between participants
in each area will help build a seamless IoT
Commerce marketplace.
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ORGANIZATIONAL:

HOW TO
EFFICIENTLY HIT
THE GROUND
RUNNING
There are clear organizational functions that are needed to fully
support the development of IoT Commerce throughout any
organization. Connected commerce has the potential to deliver
huge gains in efficiency and organizations should consider having
an enterprise-wide strategy for integrating into IoT. Organizations can
work to standardize, drive security and scalability, and avoid allowing
a patchwork of different IoT Commerce solutions, platforms and data
that do not mesh together.
There is historical precedent: the early days of the Internet and
eCommerce. Back then, different divisions within companies often had
their own eCommerce solutions and their own vendors with disparate
sets of data. Things frequently evolved through a “hands-off” approach
from IT, resulting in arrays of data that the company could not easily
combine or manipulate. Eventually, it became clear that all these
separate eCommerce websites had to migrate to a single, centralized
platform. Many companies are still struggling with the aftermath of this
challenge today.
IoT Commerce is no different. In fact, it is arguably more complex
because there are even larger sets of systems at work and the
technology is evolving even faster. To capitalize on IoT Commerce,
business units shouldn’t be “going rogue” and avoid hiring their own
IoT service provider to build a solution according to their specific
criteria. This may produce great short-term results specific to the unit,
but the solutions will be contained and not function smoothly across
business lines. Past experiences with eCommerce indicates that the
real challenge comes from integrating business-critical IoT solutions
at the enterprise level.
Allowing projects to propagate without a clear overarching strategy
can lead to wasted resources and inefficient performance. Specifically:
• Security Vulnerabilities – Different business units use their own IoT
solution providers without adhering to standard security guidelines
(for example, punching through firewalls for functionality), or without
adhering to the company’s brand or governance requirements.
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• Insufficient Connected Device Support –
Business units setting up connected devices
without a complete picture of the support
needed for these devices.
• Duplicate IoT Commerce Solutions – Several
business units building different systems for a
common function; subsequently, business units
cannot interact due to incompatible platforms.
To establish an IoT strategy, organizations
can follow a strategic assessment approach,
culminating in an actionable roadmap.
This process approach consists of several key
steps. First, the company should align its IoT
strategy with its overall corporate strategy.
Next, the company conducts a comprehensive
assessment of its current environment, along
with the opportunities it is seeking to exploit
through IoT. Third, the company develops clear
goals for the new capabilities needed to tap
these opportunities. Finally, a roadmap prioritizes
these capabilities according to specific projects
for devices, IoT Commerce solutions, and
platforms, devoting resources to the highest
priorities first. Throughout this process,
the company should balance the benefits
and risks of IoT solutions according to its
own strategic goals.
As part of the IoT strategy the company needs
to seek input from its other support functions,
including, but not limited to:
• HR: Assess whether or not existing personnel
skills set are sufficient to support IoT Commerce
initiatives; or if new skills need to be developed
via training or added via hiring given that IoT
requires some basic knowledge of embedded
systems, communication chips, new wireless
protocols, etc. It will also be important to
determine if the current organizational structure
and alignment is suited for IoT.

meet its financial objectives and targets;
and if external and regulatory financial reporting
are affected.
• Legal: Seek legal advice around how to
protect the company from legal ramifications
of engaging in IoT Commerce which might be
different from eCommerce and mCommerce;
and how to monitor and enforce compliance
to regulations and how to take steps to protect
against reputational risks.
•R
 isk & Regulatory:
oC
 redit risk management: Credit risk
management experts should be engaged
in order to gauge the ability to manage the
credit risk exposure of the company given
that IoT devices can be programmed to
initiate and approve orders.
oO
 perational risk management: It’s
critical to ensure that the organization
can keep running in any circumstance
and its operational systems are resilient
and protected.
• Audit: Determine if IoT Commerce transactions
should be audited differently from mCommerce
and eCommerce transactions to help catch
transactions that are not legitimately preprogrammed by IoT devices owners and what
types of procedures to follow.
• Marketing: Seek input from marketing experts
around how to position the IoT Commerce
deployment in a way that can maximize
end-user adoption and in adherence with
branding guidelines.
These organizational capabilities are understood
to be proprietary where companies are expected
to continue competing with each other.

• Finance & Accounting: Partner to determine
funding of IoT projects and develop a new
funding process as needed. Also to determine
if IoT Commerce can enable the organization to
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ONGOING REGULATORY
AND GOVERNANCE:

SAFE, SECURE,
& SMART

Security by Default: Security is non-negotiable in the world
of IoT. As devices become more and more intelligent, voicecontrolled, and less within actual physical grasp, the need for a
secure environment becomes paramount. While IoT opens up a
new world of convenience, the complexity of devices, use cases,
and methods of interaction are not only new for consumers,
but not with them all the time like a mobile device. Intelligent
smart devices are only valued as much as they are trusted and
the current environment indicates that security is a key barrier
of IoT adoption. People are intrigued and interested by IoT, but it
has yet to reach a level of comfortable mass adoption. Inserting
commerce into this space multiplies this effect. As such, key
constituents will need to pave common ground to ensure a safe,
secure commerce environment and for the broader IoT world.
Regulatory Forecast: IoT has not yet been regulated by the
standard US regulatory bodies, but one can expect them to enter
into this space as it evolves. Two US federal agencies recently
published guidance on securing IoT. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) released information on considerations
to keep the developing IoT space secure. Each took a different
angle: NIST focused on the system’s security engineering, the
life cycle of IoT device security, and leveraging international
standards for system and software engineering; DHS advocated
for incorporating security into the design phase of devices,
determining risk impacts, and promoting transparency across the
IoT space players. All of these principles are indicative of initial
guardrails that signal an ever increasing focus that will be required
from a regulatory lens.
Authentication Evolution: As part of the governance and regulatory
watchdog of IoT Commerce, new methods of authentication,
which are in development, must heed the confidence of all players.
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Ranging from the end user to financial institutions and device
manufacturers to merchants, new authentication forms such as
biometric voice, thumbprints, facial recognition, and so forth must
be held to the same standard as traditional methods. It will be
prudent to ensure that security is not sacrificed for simplicity of the
consumer experience. In a digital world where fraud and hacking
becomes an oft too familiar headline, IoT Commerce must not only
adapt but upgrade its authentication protocols.
Liability Considerations: A key concern across the spectrum of
IoT Commerce will be the potential shifts in liability as consumers
can now store multiple financial credentials across a multitude of
devices beyond their smartphone. As new commerce platforms
and ways to engage devices, merchants, and consumers are built
out, it’s yet unclear as to who truly owns the customer and will
hold what level of responsibility in this complex space. As players
partner together to build out different commerce experiences,
discussions around liability and the impact to their respective
business and relationship with the customer must be had and
clearly aligned.
Sales and Customer Management, Fraud and Data Acquisition
and Management are all proprietary capabilities where merchants,
commerce service providers and card networks are expected to
continue competing with each other.
Toward Seamless IoT Commerce: As the world of IoT continues
to expand at an accelerated rate, integrating commerce into
the ecosystem will involve an all-hands-on-deck approach to
successfully break through a complicated network of new devices,
expanded use cases, and a developing user base. Mastercard
and Accenture have laid out these principles as guidelines to
help further the discussion and drive standardization in an oft
fragmented space. We examined these eight core capabilities
under a common framework in hopes to foster open dialogue
among those leading the advancement of IoT Commerce and
champion its immense opportunity and value to all.
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